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MOTOREX – over 100 years of tradition

BACK THEN
A company philosophy
that has remained
the same for decades.

In 1917, Arnold Bucher started producing the leather and floor-c are
product REX in Bützberg near Langenthal. Edy Bucher, the versatile
pioneer from the second generation, recognised the sign of the times: with
increasing motorisation, there was a shift in the business activities –
and REX became MOTOREX. The philosophy of the company founders
remained unchanged : to offer the most sustainably successful solutions
with exceptional customer proximity and top-quality products.

SECOND GENERATION

FIRST GENERATION

Edy Bucher
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Bucher-Burkhalter
1897–1986
REX floor care

Position in international competition

TODAY

MOTOREX is a globally important manufacturer of lubricants.
The company’s portfolio consists of more than 2500 formulas and is
constantly being further developed in collaboration with OEMs,
industrial partners, motorsports teams and universities. A high degree
of innovation, the flexibility of a family company and a service quality
which offers customers genuine added value make it possible for
MOTOREX to grow successfully in global competition with multinationals.
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THIRD GENERATION

International chemist team
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1946
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1948
1953–2000

Edi Fischer
1965

David Bucher
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Mirjam Stettler
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THE WORLD
OF MOTOREX

Thanks to continuous and sustainable growth, MOTOREX has
developed into an international corporate group.
MOTOREX today

MOTOREX-BUCHER GROUP AG

MOTOREX AG
Research +
Development,
Production

MOTOREXTOPTECH AG
FluidEquipment
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(D) GmbH
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MOTOREX
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3 production
sites

Headquarters in Langenthal,
Switzerland

Ostrowiec, Poland

YORK SAS
Toulon (F)
Research +
Development,
Production

Langenthal, Switzerland
Ostrowiec, Poland
Toulon, France

YORK SAS Toulon, France

38 000
tons

production volume
per year

13 million
storage capacity
litres tank
for raw materials in

the production plants

more
than

2 500

product
formulations

more
than

350

employees
worldwide
High degree

of digitalisation
in production, logistics, trade
and distribution

OUR
VALUES
Our customers are at the heart
of all our thoughts and actions.
We strive for the highest level of
quality both in our products and
in our services, and thus create
lasting value for our customers.

Authentic and credible

Reliable

We maintain a trusting, open
and fair relationship with
customers, suppliers, partners
as well as with our employees.

We live and breathe our values,
even when the going gets
tough. With due diligence and
integrity, we live up to the good
reputation of our corporate
group and the image of the
MOTOREX brand.

Innovative and creative

Conscientious

Attractive for
committed talents

As part of the global community,
we take our social and ecological
responsibility seriously. We treat
all people equally, regardless of
their age, gender, religion, sexual
orientation or where they come
from. We take on ecological
challenges. With our products,
we make our contribution
towards the solution.

Sporting mindset

We are proud of our company.
Nevertheless, we are not just
satisfied with what we have
achieved, because there is always
room for improvement. We
maintain a sporting team spirit in
a strong Swiss family company.

With attractive working conditions, a modern infrastructure
and our family-based corporate
culture, we are an attractive
employer and will continue to
recruit committed, talented
people to our company.

Long-term
profitability

Our corporate group is striving
for correct profitability, which
will allow it to invest in the
sustainable development of
our company and thus offer
safe, attractive jobs.
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We are full of drive and eager to
seize opportunities and develop
new solutions or products.
We promote the creativity our
employees develop based on
the collaboration with customers
and partners from industry and
business and will thus continue
to surprise the market with
startling innovations.
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MORE THAN 2500
PRODUCTS FOR
YOUR MARKET
FARMER LINE

CAR LINE

TRUCK LINE

MOTO LINE

The best solutions for the
long term use of machines in
agriculture and forestry.

Developed with manufacturers
and specialised labs: top-
quality products for efficient
maintenance in the trans
portation sector.

CONSTRUCTION LINE

Offers optimally coordinated
lubricants for the efficient
operation of construction
machinery.

INDUSTRIAL LINE

Core competency: industrial
lubrication technology – highly
innovative developments with
valuable practical expertise.

ALPINE LINE

For lubrication needs in Alpine
infrastructure. Expert advisory
and analysis service.

MARINE LINE

Reliable lubricants for the
smooth running of units in
the marine sector.

Specialising in lubricants
for construction, traffic,
agriculture and forestry.

Structured and equipped
with the latest manufacturer’s
approvals at all times.

Born in the racing sport –
innovative power and knowhow for the greatest possible
benefit in everyday life.

BIKE LINE

Comprehensive care and
lubricant selection – developed
with international bike teams.

CLASSIC LINE

Whether pre-war veteran,
vintage or classic models:
we know what engines need,
whatever their age.

TOPTECH AG is part of the
corporate group and develops,
sells and maintains installations
and devices for the professional
handling of lubricants.

MOVING FORWARD
TOGETHER
WITH PASSION
At the cutting edge of development as a partner for both industry and sport
MOTOREX supplies lubricants and performance oils to those competing
at the highest level and is thus capable of testing its products under
the most extreme conditions. Our performance is driven by continuous
product optimisation and investments in sustainable solutions.

Compelling occupational health and safety:
Our products are free of boric acid, formaldehyde and
chlorine and guarantee optimum skin compatibility.

MOTOREX-BUCHER GROUP AG
Bern-Zürich-Strasse 31
4901 Langenthal, Schweiz
Tel +41 62 919 75 75
www.motorex.com
info@motorex.com
Follow us

We maximise performance:
With innovative and precisely
coordinated formulas, we
maximise performance and
efficiency whilst reducing CO2 .

Environment and sustainability:
We are investing in your future
because our focus is on the development of rapidly biodegradable
products as well as environmentally
friendly processes in the manufacture of our range.

0520/450318/Mer1000

Innovation :
Thanks to close collaboration with
customers and partners, we
recognise the demands of tomorrow at an early stage. Our solutions are designed for maximum
efficiency and cost-effectiveness.

